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STEP 1

CLARIFY YOUR MISSION
Your mission, aka your ‘purpose’ or ‘why’, is a short statement (2-3 sentences) that describes your bigpicture objective and the reason for your event’s existence. No matter whether you’re planning and
delivering a virtual, hybrid or in-person format, an effective event mission statement provides a solid
foundation and framework to guide your decision making throughout the entire planning process.

A MISSION STATEMENT SHOULD INCLUDE THESE ELEMENTS:

1. Event name
2. Overall objective
3. Target audience
4. Event format and features
5. Purpose

For example:
South By Southwest dedicates itself to helping creative people achieve their goals. An essential
destination for global professionals, the event features sessions, showcases, screenings, exhibitions,
and a variety of networking opportunities. The purpose of SXSW is to create an opportunity for
“creative people to develop their careers by bringing together people from around the globe to meet,
learn and share ideas.”
Writing your mission statement could require buy-in from sales leaders, marketing copywriters, PR
managers, and executives, so be sure to hold a roundtable discussion to ensure all parties are on the
same page so you can craft the most effective summary.
While this step is often overlooked, the clearer you are on your mission, the more streamlined your
entire event and its marketing will be.
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STEP 2

OUTLINE YOUR EVENT GOALS
AND KPIs
A common question I receive is “How do you measure the success of an event?”
The answer is simple: It’s a mixture of hitting the mark on both qualitative and quantitative KPIs.
However, to know whether we hit them, we first need to define them.

QUALITATIVE GOALS
Prior to the initial kickoff meeting for every event my team produces, we sit down with the client to
outline the goals they’d like to achieve. On the qualitative side, that includes things like attendee
feedback, testimonials, overheard onsite conversations and thoughts on programming, as well as the
overall energy of the room.

QUANTITATIVE KPIs
When it comes to quantitative KPIs, we are talking about elements like attendee growth or retention,
sponsorship dollars, revenue targets, press hits, or overall attendee and stakeholder feedback.
If exact targets (i.e. dollar figures or percentages of growth) had not previously been cited, this
meeting is the perfect time to get specific and drill down until we’ve assigned numbers or
percentages to each goal. This way, everyone knows from the get-go what we’re both trying to
achieve AND exceed.
When it comes to outlining your goals, remember to make sure they’re S.M.A.R.T.
S-Specific: Goals cannot be vague. In as few words as possible, you need to clearly
state the exact result you’re aiming to create.
M-Measurable: Wherever possible, use numerical data to allow for easy calculating
and reporting.
A-Achievable: Aim high, but don’t create goals that are impossible to achieve.
R-Relevant: Every goal should relate back to your event mission.
T-Timebound: Assign a start and end date so you can measure whether you
achieved your goal in the allocated time frame.
While many results will be measured during post-show reporting, it’s important that you track
your progress so you can pivot as needed and implement additional measures along the way to
influence success.
To me, the quantitative AND the qualitative are equally important. The statistics combined with the
onsite energy is how I measure an event’s success.
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STEP 3

DEFINE YOUR EVENT SCOPE
Your Event Scope is a high-level document that outlines your who, what, where, when, why, and how
clearly for all parties involved in the event.
The key is to keep it simple and straightforward. Just like the Grandparent or Neighbor Test with your
messaging (we’ll get to that in Step 7), your goal is to be able to hand this to a new team member or
stakeholder and, after reading it, they should be able to explain:

1. What you’re planning
2. Why you’re planning it
3. For whom you’re planning it
4. Where and when it will take place
5. How you’re going to deliver it

Here’s a simple template I use to outline my Event Scopes.
OVERVIEW
This should include all of the logistical details like the event name, date, location, timing, venue,
address, website and attendee estimate, as well as contact information for you, the project lead.
MISSION & GOALS
Here, you simply copy and paste the mission and goals you created when completing Step 1: Clarify
Your Mission and Step 2: Outline Your Event Goals and KPIs.
MESSAGING
This section should include your event theme, one paragraph sales blurb, 3-5 unique selling points
that describe the key features of your event and the reason your event is different from others.
PROGRAM
Also known as an “Agenda at a Glance,” your high-level program shouldn’t include the details of each
session but rather simply look like time blocks in a daily calendar.
In an easy two column table format, place your times on the left and high-level descriptions on
the right (e.g. keynote session, breakout sessions, exhibit hours, meal break and the attendee party
and/or VIP dinner).
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MILESTONES & DELIVERABLES
List all major milestones or deliverables (with their deadlines) such as the venue contracted,
registration live, speakers secured, marketing campaign commences, signage sent to print etc.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Are you aware of your event’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats? If you haven’t
taken the time to conduct a thorough SWOT and competitor analysis, I highly recommend you do
that ASAP.
Completing this exercise will enable you to identify potential risks, constraints, assumptions, and
limitations that will require strategies to overcome them and any elements of the event that will
require a contingency plan.
For example: protestors showing up outside the venue, rain during meal breaks when your seating is
outdoors with no cover, a speaker not arriving in time for their presentation etc.
BUDGET
Here, you should state your anticipated profit or allowable spend (approved loss) so everyone on the
team understands the financial goal from the get-go. To ensure transparency, I recommend going
one step further and listing the individual targets set for each revenue stream so you can clearly
show how you’re going to hit your budget for example attendee revenue, sponsorship fees, vendor
kickbacks etc.
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
To ensure no ball is dropped, it’s important that you identify each of the high-level roles required to
deliver your event. It is by no means exhaustive--and yours will differ based on your event type, style,
budget and scale--but examples may include sponsorship manager, operations manager, speaker/
content manager, registration manager and marketing manager.
Once all of your roles have been identified, they will need to be assigned to the most competent
member of your team/organization. During this step, you may identify roles which require experience
and skills no one within your organization possesses. These are the roles you’ll need to outsource,
which I’ll walk you through in Step 4.
TEAM COMMUNICATION
With so many moving parts, how can you be confident everything is tracking to plan and identify
areas which may need additional attention? I recommend a weekly work in progress (WIP) meeting
with each of the key players from your Roles & Responsibilities list in attendance.
To ensure a smooth planning process, be very clear from the get-go how you’d like your team to
communicate (Google Sheets, Slack, Asana, Hangouts) and make sure they have access to the
documents and programs they require to be able to successfully fulfill their roles.
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STEP 4

SOURCE A SKILLED & EXPERIENCED
SUPPORT TEAM
The foundation of success on event day relies on a simple, yet uber important element: a team of
skilled and experienced event and marketing professionals. Whether they are internal or external
support, you’ll need more than just yourself to plan, manage and deliver your event. But how do you
know who is the right fit?
Here’s my three-step process:

01

CONDUCT AN INITIAL VETTING MEETING
Armed with the event scope you created when completing Step 3: Define Your Event
Scope, you should now know exactly what it is you’re planning to deliver and which
aspects of the event you require additional support with.
Set up an initial conference call with all potential contractors or third party agencies so
you can shortlist your favorites PRIOR to sharing your event scope with them. This will help
ensure you’re receiving honest answers rather than those potentially guided by what they
think you want to hear.
Use open-ended questions as this provides the opportunity for longer more detailed
responses. A few of my favorites include:
- Tell me about your company and the type of events you plan?
- What are your areas of expertise and what would you say you do better than
other event management companies?
- How do you structure your team? Will all of your leads be onsite to deliver the
elements they’ve been managing?
-Can you tell me about one or two of the most innovative or cutting edge
concepts you’ve helped your clients deliver at their events?
- How do you charge? Project fee, percentage of the total budget or other?

02

PRESENT YOUR SCOPE & REQUEST A CUSTOMIZED QUOTE
Once you’ve shortlisted your prospects, present your scope to those who are still in the
running and request an itemized quote to be delivered within 5 business days. While
the scope may change slightly as details are confirmed, you’ll need to understand their
relative costs to enable a true comparison among contractors/agencies.

03

MAKE YOUR SELECTION
After evaluating all of their answers to the above, go with your gut. You’ll have already
ranked them based on their responses, interactions, and the rapport you have (or have
not) already built. Now’s the time to go with what feels right.
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STEP 5

CREATE & MANAGE A BUDGET
Budget management is one of the most critical aspects of event management.
In Step 3: Define Your Event Scope, you stated your anticipated profit or allowable spend (approved
loss). Now it’s time to line item costs for each aspect of your event, factoring in your anticipated
revenue streams to ensure you can comfortably deliver your vision on-, or below-, budget.
Here’s how I do this:

01

SELECT YOUR BUDGET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
While there are many budget management software options on the market, I rely on the
simple, yet effective, Google Sheets for every event I produce. Why do I choose Google
Sheets over a purpose-built software program?

- GSuite is a one-stop-shop for my entire team - including our clients and

vendors - and the fact that it’s a live document ensures everyone is wellinformed and up to date on how we’re tracking against our profit goal or
allowable spend in real time. No need for multiple versions to be floating
around as different people work on their assigned portion.

- I can manage individual access rights for each person between viewing, editing
and commenting. I can also lock tabs and set permissions so only those who
need to edit specific tabs can do so.

- It’s easily accessible no matter where we are around the globe.
#cloudbasedforthewin

- It’s 100% customizable! You can create a million tabs, set up all your formulas
and color code to your heart’s content.

- It allows you to tag someone, ask a question, send a quick update or task

reminder and track conversations, without having to leave the document or

02

rely on any project management or chat software program.
CREATE YOUR TEMPLATE
One of the many benefits of Google Sheets is that you can literally design your budget any
which way you like.
When setting up my templates, I create a separate tab for every element of the event
and then list each individual cost related to that element as a line item within the tab.
By doing this, I can see the total anticipated/actual spend of any aspect of an event
at a glance.
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Here are the tabs I use for a standard large-scale multi-day conference.

03

Tab 1: Summary

Tab 7: Exhibition

Tab 13: Dinners

Tab 2: Revenue

Tab 8: Signage

Tab 14: Ancillary Meetings

Tab 3: Professional Services

Tab 9: Registration

Tab 15: Pre-Event Training

Tab 4: Venue

Tab 10: Speakers

Tab 16: Travel & Accommodation

Tab 5: Audiovisual & Staging

Tab 11: Marketing & Promotion

Tab 17: Miscellaneous

Tab 6: Food & Beverage

Tab 12: Special Events

DESIGN YOUR LAYOUT
Within each tab, you can include as little (high-level) or as detailed information as you’d
like. For example, you can display only the total cost or you can break out each line item to
display the unit cost, various taxes, gratuity and discounts etc.
While it may take a little longer to set up, I strongly recommend a detailed layout with
formulas in place to automatically calculate each of your totals and link each back to your
summary page. Doing this from the get-go will:

- Save you time down the track (especially if you need to manipulate the budget
to show the impact of multiple audience sizes)

- Remove a lot of margin for error
- Enable you to easily identify which aspects of the event are costing the most
and potential cost savings. To do this, I color code all of my ‘nice to have’

expenses. If I’m working with a limited budget and/or need to reduce spend, I
know which line items I can eliminate that won’t impact the actual delivery of
the event.
To help with your set up, these are the column headers I use in each tab of my event budgets:
Column 1: Description

Column 8: State Tax

Column 2: Vendor Name

Column 9: Tax on Service Charge

Column 3: Quantity

Column 10: Occupancy Tax

Column 4: Unit Cost

Column 11: Discounts

Column 5: Subtotal

Column 12: Total

Column 6: Gratuity

Column 13: International Currency Conversion (if applicable)

Column 7: Service Charge

Column 14: Notes
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04

ENTER YOUR COSTS
Work with each of your vendors/suppliers to estimate all elements of your event and enter
those quotes into your budget. While I don’t do this for small costs, I always ask my main
partners (e.g. general show contractor, venue, caterer and AV provider) to double check
and confirm their tabs outline every single cost associated with the delivery of the event.
Doing this not only holds them accountable to their anticipated cost, but also makes
them feel and behave like the integral part of the delivery team that they are.
One final tip to help you on your way… Some people call it sandbagging, I call it playing
smart. If you come in under budget, add a line item in your miscellaneous tab called
‘Backup or Bank’ and add the difference there.
You should never agree to a budget that doesn’t have a little padding. With live events,
one wrong move can cost tens of thousands of dollars. Whatever you do, do not set
yourself up for failure.

05

ENSURE YOUR BUDGET IS ALWAYS UP TO DATE
It is important that revenue and expenses are kept as current as possible since all team
members will be continuously referring to your live document to see how the event is
tracking against the allocated budget.
As estimates change or items are purchased, the document must be updated by the
respective team member to reflect the revised costs straight away.
Make it a habit to update your revenue at the same time multiple days a week. I also put a
note at the bottom of the sheet so everyone knows when the numbers were last updated
for example Revenue figures were last updated at (insert time) on (insert date).
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STEP 6

OUTLINE YOUR PROJECT PLAN
& EVENT TIMELINE
Two (of the many) factors to consider when planning an event, but specific to this step are:
- Holding your team members accountable
- Keeping things moving forward
How do you do this when all you see is a mountain of to-do’s and no idea where to start? You break
things down into smaller, more manageable tasks by creating a project plan and event timeline.
Here’s how I do it:

01

SELECT YOUR PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Just like I outlined in Step 5: Create & Manage A Budget, while there are many project
management software options on the market, I rely on the simple, yet effective, Google
Sheets for every event I produce. Why do I choose Google Sheets over a purpose-built
software program? In case you missed Step 5, here are just a few of the reasons:
- GSuite is a one-stop-shop for my entire team - including our clients and
vendors - and the fact that it’s a live document ensures everyone is wellinformed and up to date on how we’re tracking in real time.
- I can manage individual access rights for each person between viewing, editing
and commenting. I can also lock tabs and set permissions so only those who
need to edit specific tabs can do so.
- It’s easily accessible no matter where we are around the globe.
#cloudbasedforthewin
- It’s 100% customizable! You can create a million tabs, set up all your formulas
and color code to your heart’s content.
- It allows you to tag someone, ask a question, send a quick update or task
reminder and track conversations, without having to leave the document or
rely on any project management or chat software program.

02

CREATE YOUR TEMPLATE
One of the many benefits of Google Sheets is that you can literally design your Project Plan
and Event Timeline any which way you like.
Project Plan (aka My Master Doc)
When setting up my templates, I create a separate tab for every aspect of the event and
several additional tabs attributed to marketing, operations and logistics. They act as a onestop-shop for anyone needing to track, coordinate or work on any element of the event.
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Here are the tabs I use for a standard large-scale multi-day conference.
Tab 1: Program Overview

Tab 7: Ancillary Meetings

Tab 15: Crew Roster

Tab 2: Space Allocation & Set

Tab 8: Dinners & Special Events

Tab 16: Event Timeline

Tab 9: Registration List

Tab 17: Contact List

Tab 3: Sponsor Management

Tab 10: Attendee Tracking

Tab 18: Quick Links

Tab 4: Speaker Management

Tab 11: Promotion Code Analysis

Tab 5: Sales Meeting Room

Tab 12: Marketing Plan

Up Requirements

Schedule
Tab 6: Executive Schedule

Tab 13: Mobile App Notifications
Tab 14: Signage Plan

EVENT TIMELINE
When creating Tab 16, my event timeline, I use the below column headers:
Column 1: Target Date
Column 2: Category
Column 3: Description
Column 4: Owner
Column 5: Status
Column 6: Notes
Once your template has been created, ask each of your event (task) leads including
your main vendors to input each of the individual tasks associated with their areas of
responsibility, allocate the tasks to relevant team members and assign deadlines.
Once all parties have entered their tasks, sort the sheet by column 1: target date, and then
ensure tasks and timing do not contradict one another. Flag any concerns, tweak any
necessary deadlines, and once you’re comfortable with the overall timeline, lock the tab so
you’re the only person who can edit it.
Use this timeline as a guide during your weekly work in progress (WIP) meetings. Update
tasks in real time so you can identify areas that require additional attention to stay (or get
back) on track.
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STEP 7

MARKET YOUR EVENT
In 2019, I witnessed an alarming number of clients and event organizers struggling to drive
attendance to their events. When I jumped in to help, I noticed many of them were making the same
simple mistakes over and over again. The advice I offered was simple but yet often overlooked:
It all comes down to this riding principle: Don’t make assumptions and stick to the basic principles of
a solid event (aka have a very clear understanding of your 5 Ws):

1. Who is your target market?
2. Where do they consume their media?
3. What is your event elevator pitch (one paragraph that defines what the event is
and why it’s being held?)
- What are the top 5-10 features that are going to excite attendees?
- What makes your event different to any other event in the market?
- What problem does your event solve?
4. When are all of the industry and/or competitive events being held? Where
possible, I always advise teams not to clash with established industry events that
could be considered competitors.
5. Why should people care? This is blunt, but it’s important to ask. With more choices
than ever, if you can’t identify your event’s “why” clearly and concisely, you might
want to reconsider its existence.

If you’ve been making your way through the activities listed in each step, you will already have a lot of
the above completed. Before starting from scratch, take a look at the event scope you defined in Step 3.
This will provide the platform to pull from when creating the foundation for your marketing plan.
Once you’ve defined all of the above from the perspective of your target attendee, not your own, you
will have the basis to create a targeted marketing campaign that will convert rather than getting lost in
a sea of noise.
PRO TIP: Before communicating any messaging to your target audience, make sure you put it through
the Grandparent or Neighbor Test: If it’s not simple enough for someone outside of your industry to
comprehend, you shouldn’t publish it.
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Do Your Events
Have The Mel-Factor?

melissapark.co

